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Abstract
The paper is regarding the process of successfully maintaining the chloride contaminated reinforced concrete (RC) construction to inhibit macro-cell corrosion in the repaired RC in actual field construction. From the experiment results it is confirmed that by putting a barrier at contact steel area between the contaminated concrete and repaired concrete patch there is no development of macro-cell in the repaired concrete area which was found earlier when no barrier was used. This new process presented in this paper is original and has practical inferences that need to be considered for an effective and durable repair of RC construction.
1. INTRODUCTION

The cost of repeated maintenance for corroding RC construction is very significant. Patch repair is the most commonly used method for rectifying localized damage in concrete due to corrosion. It involves removal of loose concrete that has cracked, spalled, or delaminated; often, the application of a surface treatment on the steel; and replacement of the defective concrete with patching materials, which normally re-establishes the original profile of the member. Several researchers have studied the patch repairs of corroded reinforced concrete. Vedalakshmi et al. (2008) studied long term corrosion performance of rebar embedded in cement concrete under macro cell corrosion condition. One study shows that the major cause of degradation of the repairs arises from the adverse interaction between the repaired area and adjacent unrepaird areas which in turn stems from poor performance of the repaired area as a result of mechanical failures (Cusson and Mailvaganam, 1996). The principles of electrochemical incompatibility have been widely discussed (Emerson and Mays, 1990; Emmons and Vaysburd, 1997; Gu et. al, 1997; Raupach, 1996; Mailvaganam, 2001), and the existence of macrocell corrosion has been experimentally demonstrated (Wheat and Harding, 1993; Schießl and Breit, 1996; Pruckner and Gjørv, 2002; Castro et. al, 2003; Li and Xu, 2003; Andrade and Gonzáles, 1978; Andrade et. al, 1992) emphasized that both microcell and macrocell corrosion could coexist in active corrosion, and a newly induced macrocell might not necessarily suppress existing microcell corrosion.

In the previous study (Hussain et. al, 2010) done by the author, the phenomenon of macro corrosion in repaired patches of the chloride contaminated reinforced concrete structure was deeply studied incorporating the actual patch repair works used in the construction industry. But, how to minimize or completely stop this development of macrocell in chloride contaminated concrete repaired patches was remained as scope for future research. This forms the objectives and basis for this research.

2. EXPERIMENTATION

2.1 Materials

Deformed round carbon steel bars 13 mm in diameter were used as reinforcing material in the experiment specimens. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) as per standard specifications was used. Natural river sand passed through sieve No. 4 (4.75-mm openings) was used as fine aggregate for all concrete mixes. Its density and water absorption were 2.65 g/cm³ and 2.21%, respectively. Crushed sandstone with a maximum size of 20 mm was used as coarse aggregate with density of 2.70 g/cm³ and water absorption 0.59%. Table 1 will illustrate the mix proportion of the specimens.

2.2. Specimen preparation

This experimental investigation is an extension of the author’s previous research finding (Hussain et. al, 2010) in which specimens were prepared for macro-cell corrosion experiment simulating the actual patch repair work in the construction field. The two sides of these specimens were cast first containing chloride 5% and 3% chloride content respectively.
at the extreme ends. The middle portion of these specimens was cast after 24 hours with no chloride content presuming to be the repaired portion in the actual construction repairs to stop or minimize the chloride movement from contaminated to non contaminated portion of these specimens. The purpose was to create an artificial macro-cell resembling the one developed originally in case of repair works in the actual field of concrete structures. The schematic diagram of these specimens is shown in fig. 1.

Now in this research the same methodology is followed for experimentation using the specimens having same dimensions and chloride content as above, but to avoid the formation of macro cell due to the separation of anode and cathode; a buffer is put at the contact steel area of the middle and the end portions of the specimens. The schematic diagram of the buffer (plastic) at contact between the middle and the end portions steel of the specimens is shown in fig. 2.

Half-cell potential measurement is probably the most common method used for measuring the risk of reinforcement corrosion. There are many researchers (Hussain and Rasheeduzafar,1994; Bamforth ,1999; Oh et. al,2003) who done research on chloride induce corrosion of reinforced concrete using corrosion potential for measurements. The corrosion potentials readings of the specimen are taken for one year using copper-copper sulfate reference electrode (CSE) in accordance with standard specifications ASTM C 876-91(1999) to experimentally corroborate the objectives of this research.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After one year of corrosion potential readings the results are compared with our previous study of macro corrosion in repaired patches of chloride contaminated concrete (Hussain et. al, 2010). The following results are obtained on comparison:

1) At the middle non contaminated portion of the specimen #1 and #2, maximum corrosion of -0.230 Volts is found as compared to the high -0.55 Volts in the middle no chloride portion when no buffer was used at the contact steel area of the middle and end portions of the specimens as shown in fig. 3. This low corrosion potential value of -0.235 Volts at middle shows that there is no corrosion at the middle portion of these specimens having buffer at contact steel area between middle and end portions.

Furthermore this low corrosion potential value also suggests that there is no separation of anode and cathode and development of the macro cell in the middle portion simulating the actual patch repair in the field. This phenomenon is illustrated in fig. 4.

2) The maximum corrosion potential reading of the specimens #1 and #2 containing 5% chloride content at the ends is found to be -0.456 Volts as compared to high chloride induced potentials of -0.62 Volts which was found when no buffer was used at the contact steel area of the middle and end portions of the specimens. This shows that corrosion potential readings are lowered when buffer is used at the contact steel area of the middle and end portions. This comparison is illustrated in fig. 3.

3) There was no appearance of crack formation after one year in the specimen having 5% chloride content at the end as compar to the previous studied specimen without buffer at contact steel between end and middle portions. Previously it was found that there was cracking at the two ends of the 5% chloride content specimen that propagated towards the centre no chloride contaminated (control) portion showing much higher corrosion rate (due to macro-cell formation) than normally corroded (due to micro-cell formation) reinforced concrete for a chloride concentration of 5% (Hussain et. al,2010). The very high chloride
induced corrosion potential of -0.62 Volts at the two extreme ends of that high chloride contaminated specimen was actually due to the macro-cell formation (anodic in nature) which also induced a macro-cell corrosion potential (cathodic in nature) of -0.55 Volts in the middle no chloride portion.

4) In the 3% chloride contaminated specimens (#3 and #4) at the end, the corrosion potential of -0.354 Volts is obtained as compared to high -0.44 Volts when no buffer was used between steel contact at middle and end portions of the specimens. This result is the same as obtained in specimen #1 and #2 proving that corrosion potential is lowered in both cases having 3% and 5% chloride at the end when buffer is used at contact steel between portions of the specimen.

5) In specimen #3 and #4, the corrosion potential of -0.21 volts at the middle non contaminated portion is obtained as compared to -0.31 Volt at the middle when no buffer was used. This -0.21 volts at the middle portion of the specimen is almost the same as obtained in specimen #1 and #2 showing no effect of chloride content (3% and 5%) at the end confirming no corrosion at this middle portion simulating the actual patch repair. It is also proving that there is no electric conductivity between middle and end portion with the use of buffer as shown in fig 4.

The experiment results of this paper confirm that there is no phenomenon of cathode formation in the repaired no chloride contaminated middle portion and active anode in the two chloride contaminated ends of the experiment specimens which was previously found by the authors (Hussain et. al, 2010). This shows that there is no macro-cell corrosion development at the middle uncontaminated concrete portion simulating the actual repairs in field. It has practical implications that need to be considered for an effective and durable repair of corroding reinforced concrete structures.

The innovative repair technique which is presented in this paper to avoid macro corrosion in the repaired patches of the reinforced concrete structures is novel and simple to be utilized in the construction field for repairs. Its application is economical and will minimize the cost of repairs. Furthermore, this new technique will remove the durability and serviceability repair issues of the corroding reinforced concrete structures.

4. CONCLUSION

The research presents a process to inhibit the re-corrosion in the repaired RC construction which has not been explored in the past. From the experiment results of this research it is found that by using buffer at the contact steel area between 5% chloride contaminated end portions and uncontaminated portions of the specimens, the chloride induced corrosion potential of -0.454 Volts at the extreme ends and low corrosion potential of -0.23 Volts at the middle portion is obtained. This -0.454 Volts corrosion potential was earlier -0.62 Volts at the two extreme ends in the same specimens but without buffer at the contact steel area and caused a macro-cell cathodic corrosion potential of -0.55 Volts in the middle no chloride portion simulating the actual repair and proved re-corrosion in repaired patches of corroded reinforced concrete. However this threat of re-corrosion of repaired concrete patches is successfully tackled by putting buffer at the contact steel between middle new steel and end portions of the old steel in the specimens which is evident from the low corrosion potential of -0.23 Volts at the middle no chloride portion. In 3% chloride contaminated specimens, the corrosion potential -0.354V is obtained at the two ends and -0.23V at the middle as compared to earlier high -0.44V at the two ends and -0.31 Volt at the middle when no buffer was used.
which again shows that there is no corrosion at the middle no chloride portion because of buffer which acts as circuit breaker between anode and cathodic potential and stops the formation of macro cell. This confirms the experimental authenticity of this research. The authors believe that the simple innovative repair technique applied in this research is novel. It will be highly recommended for successful repairs in the construction industry because its application is simple for professional field engineers and it is economical as well minimizing the cost of repairs of corroded reinforced concrete construction.

Table 1. Mix proportions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>Total Chloride (%mass of binder)</th>
<th>W/C</th>
<th>371</th>
<th>756</th>
<th>1031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>5% at the ends</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>1031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and 4</td>
<td>3% at the ends</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>1031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Macro-cell corrosion specimens simulating patch repair without buffer

![Macro-cell corrosion specimens simulating patch repair without buffer](image)
Figure 2. Specimens with buffer at contact steel area between chloride contaminated and uncontaminated middle portion of the specimens.

Figure 3(a-d). Comparison of Corrosion potential in specimens having 5 % and 3% contamination at the ends with and without buffer at the contact steel area between middle and contaminated portions.
Figure 4. No formation of macro cell because of circuit breaker (buffer).
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